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For Immediate Release 
 
Digital Watchdog® Announces DW Spectrum® IPVMS 
Integration with IPVideo Corporation®  

 
DW Spectrum IPVMS v4.0 

 

 
Cerritos, CA (December 20, 2019) – Digital Watchdog (DW®), the industry leader in digital 

recorders, surveillance cameras and related management software, is proud to announce its 

partnership with HALO IoT Smart Sensor for easy integration into DW Spectrum IPVMS. As a 

trusted technology partner, IPVideo Corporation’s sensor is now supported directly from the 

DW Spectrum interface.  

 

“This integration really demonstrates DW Spectrum’s open architecture platform capabilities,” 

said Patrick Kelly, Director of IP Video Solutions, DW. “Bringing the Halo smart sensor interface 

right into DW Spectrum’s grid with real-time alerts and notifications greatly enhances the user 

experience. “ 

 

http://www.digital-watchdog.com/
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IPVideo Corporation’s HALO sensor delivers an MJPEG stream showing the current status and 

alerts to DW Spectrum’s interface when thresholds are exceeded. Combined with DW 

Spectrum's high-resolution quality video, e-mail notifications and alarm monitoring tools, these 

alerts give staff the tools to investigate the cause of any alarm. 

With HALO, designated personnel will be alerted when environmental changes occur in 

typically unsupervised areas. HALO can detect flammables, hazardous chemicals, air quality 

changes such as vaping and smoking and changes in temperature and humidity. HALO can 

also detect noise level fluctuations and can send alerts when unusual activity occurs. HALO 

will also analyze room occupancy through light detection. 

 

“With HALO, DW Spectrum partners and end-users now have a way to receive event-based 

alerts in the DW Spectrum Interface for privacy concern areas, providing security for every 

possible indoor location a facility may have.  All areas where cameras are not allowed like 

bathrooms, hotel rooms, dorm rooms, locker rooms and patient rooms will now have 

protection,” states Rick Cadiz VP of Sales and Marketing for IPVideo Corporation. “We are 

excited about this integration and expect DW’s K12 customers to receive immediate benefits 

with HALO’s vaping and THC detection capabilities.”  

 

The DW Spectrum IPVMS is accessed with the freely distributed DW Spectrum client software 

(Windows®/Linux®/Mac®)and the free DW Spectrum mobile app for iOS and Android devices. 

DW Cloud™, a web client service powered by AWS, is included to enable simple remote 

connectivity, streaming and management of one or an unlimited number of DW Spectrum 

IPVMS systems from all leading web browsers (Google® Chrome, Firefox®, Internet Explorer®, 

Safari® and Opera®). The VMS software is included with pre-configured DW Blackjack® NVR 

servers, MEGApix® CaaS™ all-in-one camera systems or it can be installed on third-party 

Windows or Ubuntu® Linux-based systems. 

 

To learn more about DW Spectrum IPVMS v4.0 and all of DW’s industry-leading video 

surveillance products, visit us at www.digital-watchdog.com. To view the full list of DW 

partners, please visit us at https://digital-watchdog.com/dwpartners/. 

https://digital-watchdog.com/dwpartners/
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ABOUT DW 

Digital Watchdog (DW) empowers our customers as the industry-leading single source of 
value-driven complete solutions for all video surveillance applications (Universal HD over 
Coax® / hybrid / IP enterprise), focusing on ease of use and ROI. DW products offer 
technologically-advanced features including multi-sensor HD cameras at real-time 30fps, Star-
Light Plus™ color in darkness technology, WDR, Smart DNR™ and Smart IR™. Complete IP 
megapixel surveillance solutions include single- and multi-sensor MEGApix® cameras and edge 
recording systems, Blackjack servers and NAS devices, DW Spectrum IPVMS for server, mobile 
and on-camera control. Complete Universal HD over Coax surveillance solutions include 
single- and multi-sensor Star-Light Plus™ cameras, VMAX® DVRs and C3® remote management 
and event server software. DW supports all video surveillance systems with SiteWatch™ motion 
detectors and NightWatch™ illuminators. 

 

ABOUT IPVIDEO CORPORATION 
IPVideo Corporation harnesses the power of the Internet of Things (IoT) and incorporates 
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning to deliver a range of open platform physical 
security, sensor and audio/visual solutions that provide maximum flexibility, performance, ease-
of-use and value. We design and manufacture solutions for a smarter and safer world! IPVideo 
Corporation is a subsidiary of Advance Convergence Group. 

Our newest product offering HALO IOT Smart Sensor is disrupting the world of physical security. 
As the security industry product of the year, HALO is a security device for privacy areas and an 
environmental monitoring tool. It’s vaping and THC detection capabilities are gaining global 
attention and being used by school districts across the country to combat the youth vaping 
epidemic. IPVideo Corporation is headquartered in Bay Shore, NY. For more information, visit 
www.ipvideocorp.com.  
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